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Hearing, or auditory perception, is the ability to perceive sounds by detecting vibrations, changes in the
pressure of the surrounding medium through time, through an organ such as the ear.The academic field
concerned with hearing is auditory science
Hearing - Wikipedia
In physics, sound is a vibration that typically propagates as an audible wave of pressure, through a
transmission medium such as a gas, liquid or solid.. In human physiology and psychology, sound is the
reception of such waves and their perception by the brain. Humans can only hear sound waves as distinct
pitches when the frequency lies between about 20 Hz and 20 kHz.
Sound - Wikipedia
Complementary and alternative medicine is a diverse set of practices and treatments that has seen a
significant increase among Americans over the past decade. These approaches have been applied to a...
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Links. Here is a listing of sites and pointers to references which are of some particular interest to
electro-acoustic loudspeaker design, to sound reproduction in small spaces and to listening enjoyment.
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high-functioning individuals with autism Journal of Autism and Developmental Disorders 18:601â€“615
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